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Abstract—In this paper, we describe a NetFlow visualization
tool, NVisionIP, which provides network administrators
increased situational awareness of the state of networked
devices within an IP address space. It does this by providing
three increasingly detailed views of the state of devices in an
entire IP address space to subnets to individual machines.
Operators may use NVisionIP to transparently view NetFlow
traffic without filtering or may selectively filter and
interactively query NVisionIP for unique views given
experience or relevant clues.

the modules independently. The Data Retrieval Module
reads in the NetFlow files, preprocesses them, and places
them in a table structure for the Computation module to
use. For every IP address in the input table, the
Computation Module calculates various statistics as shown
in Figure 2. These statistics are then passed to the
Visualization Module that presents information to a user.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

What is the state of devices on your large and complex
network? This is a question management commonly poses
to network administrators and up to now the answer has
been problematic. IDS sensors give binary alarms for
signature-matches or anomalous traffic, if no alarms then
there is no state information about the devices on the
network. Scans test for software vulnerabilities but this is
more about predicting posture to future attacks than
knowledge of current state. Network device monitoring
devices like MRTG1 and the Flowscan2 may display traffic
levels by service as well as aggregate traffic load levels –
while this is certainly useful for managing traffic
congestion and detecting high volume events, there are no
details about device state and small events are obscured.
While NetFlows provide an excellent source of
information concerning the behavior of the network, the
sheer magnitude of NetFlow logs often makes it difficult to
gain an understanding of that behavior. In this paper we
present a tool, NVisionIP [1,3-5,9-11], that uses NetFlows
to visually represent activity on an entire IP address space.
NVisionIP presents information at three different levels
allowing operators to select which level to use.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The NVisionIP system architecture is comprised of three
modules: Data Retrieval Module, Computation Module and
Visualization Module. As shown in Figure 1, the three
modules interact using a Mediator object [2]. By using a
Mediator object, we avoid direct referencing of a module by
other modules, thus providing the flexibility of modifying
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Multi Router Traffic Grapher <http://mrtg.hdl.com/mrtg.html>
<http://net.doit.wisc.edu/~plonka/FlowScan/>

Figure 1. NVisionIP System Architecture
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Number of times IP address part of a flow
Number of times IP address destination of a flow
Number of times IP address source of a flow
Number of ports used by IP address
Number of destination ports used by IP address
Number of source ports used by IP address
Number of protocols used by IP address
Number of bytes transmitted to/from IP address
Number of bytes transmitted to/from IP address

Figure 2. Statistics Derived from NetFlows
III. HOW TO USE NVISIONIP
NVisionIP can be downloaded here:
<http://security.ncsa.uiuc.edu/distribution/NVisionIPDownLoad.html>

NVisionIP builds on the concept of “overview, browse,
drill-down to details-on-demand” championed by
Shneiderman [6] and Tufte [8] to support three different
views: (1) a Galaxy View (GV) - a high-level view of an
entire network, (2) a Small Multiple View (SMV) - a subnet
view of traffic from multiple machines within the network,
and (3) a Machine View (MV) information about flows
into/out of a single machine. Overview plus detail breaks
up content into comprehensible pieces while also allowing
for simultaneous comparisons of different views which may
reveal interrelationships [7].

Figure 3. NVisionIP Galaxy View (GV)
Figure 3 shows the GV, a 2D graph of a Class B network
where the hosts are on the X-axis and subnets are on the Yaxisthis orientation can be changed by the Swap Axis
Button (Figure 3:Label E). A single point on the graph
represents an IP address on the network being monitored.
For example, point (50, 70) on the graph represents the IP
address 141.142.50.70. An IP address displays information
about any of the statistics from Figure 2 using a color code.
The mapping from number to color is provided by the
customizable binning legend (Figure 3:Label F). The
default statistic configured in the Galaxy view is the
number of unique ports used by the host. The Set Galaxy
View Button (Figure 3: Label I) can change this view.
To process input data, the user selects NetFlow files to be
visualized using the menu file pull down. NVisionIP
divides input files into intervals of equal numbers of flows
(user selects number of intervals). The last number on the

slider bar reflects the total number of NetFlows loaded.
When the user moves the bar across the data intervals,
NVisionIP provides the option of either viewing the results
as a summation (cumulative view) or piece-wise (animated
view). For example, if the user chooses a cumulative view
and moves the slider (Figure 3:Label H) from interval 0 to
4, then the results that are displayed for all the IPs are the
summation of the values (Ports, Protocols, Count, etc) of
NetFlows from interval 0 to 4. If the user had selected the
animation view and moved the slider from interval 0 to 4,
the GV would show a 4 frame animationeach frame
representing activity during one time interval. The
animation shows how IP device state changes over time,
providing a temporal feel for device state on the network.
To learn more about the GV filtering option see [3,5]. GV
magnification and storage options are described within the
application itself.

Figure 4. NVisionIP Small Multiple View (SMV)
The SMV provides information about adjacent devices in
an IP address space. The primary purpose of the SMV is
facilitating quick browsing of subnets within an address
space for information about the ports and protocols used by
each IP device. The user can scan and compare activity
across the subset of machines selected using a mouse to
highlight the region of interest. Each square in the SMV
grid (Figure 4:Label I) represents a device with an IP
address. Each square is divided into two histograms: (1) the
top histogram represents traffic from well-known ports, and
(2) the bottom histogram represents traffic on active ports
above port 1024 ordered from most to least active. At a
glance, a user sees and compares port activity of different
devices. If a machine uses an unusual port, this will be
immediately visible. Similar to GV, the user can define the
colors associated with the particular ports/protocols. Also,
the user can define what ports/protocols are considered “of
special interest” using the interface in (Figure 4:Label E).
The MV is the most detailed view simultaneously
displaying all statistics from a single machine. Figure 6
shows the eleven tabs that a user may select to view

different information from a particular machine. The eleven
tabs seen in the MV hold information on the statistics from
Figure 2 plus the raw NetFlows source data used to
generate the information for the machine being examined
(Figure 5). Each tab consists of 6 sets of histograms as
shown in Figure 6: lower left is source activity leaving the
IP device, lower right is destination activity entering the IP
device, and the upper half is an aggregate of traffic activity
both entering and leaving each IP device.

Figure 5. NetFlows Raw Data Tab Within MV

screen with drill-down levels of detail - Galaxy View,
Small Multiple View, and Machine View – a user may
determine relationships between events at different levels
transparently or with the help of filtering. The NVisionIP
animation feature within the GV helps users understand
how network devices change state over time. The end
result is a situational awareness of the current state of
networked devices on large and complex IP address spaces
as well as a history of how devices came to their current
state. The ability to view and interact with device state
information on an entire logical IP address spaces is a new
capability - to the knowledge of the authors NVisionIP is
the only tool that currently provides this capability.
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Figure 6: NVisionIP Machine View (MV)
IV. NETWORK MANAGEMENT
NVisionIP allows a network administrator to transparently
monitor flows to/from each device on a network in order to
learn the behavior of the network being managed. This is a
different approach than alarming a network with sensors
searching for signatures or thresholds for specified events.
However, given clues an operator can also interactively
configure GV filters to target suspicious activity for further
inspection. Examples of activity NVisionIP has been used
to detect includes:
•
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activity on unallocated parts of an address space indicating
malicious scans or backscatter from attacks elsewhere
DoS attacks into/out of a network
devices infected with worms scanning to propagate
showing a large number of connections attempts
services conforming to official organizational policies
unusual activity on ports not seen before
large byte transfers to/from unexpected devices (malware)

The reader is referred to [1,3,5,10] to gain deeper insight
into how NVisionIP has been found to help security
engineers discover network security attacks.
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visually monitor the status of networked devices on IP
address spaces. By presenting information visually on one
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